
T7
T7 Wireless Portable Speaker Bowers & Wilkins T7 
combines high-quality Bluetooth wireless streaming 
with compact size, and rechargeable convenience for 
fantastic listening anywhere you are. T7 comes from 
Bowers & Wilkins, an audio company with close to five 
decades of experience creating the loudspeakers that 
world-leading recording studios such as Abbey Road 
dependupon. Listen and you’ll see.



Wireless Portable Speaker
Enceinte Portable sans Fil

Bluetooth aptX T7 is our very first Bluetooth wireless speaker, featuring 
aptX audio coding technology. So not only can you stream audio directly 
from any Bluetooth-enabled device – you can do so in high-definition 
Hi-Fi-quality.

Reasons to buy T7

Acoustics

Micro Matrix Derived from the Matrix internal bracing used in our 
reference loudspeakers and developed as part of Bowers & Wilkins 
next-generation automotive audio concepts, the Micro Matrix honeycomb 
structure provides substantial cabinet stiffening and a solid platform for 
the T7’s drive units. 

Features

Availability Meet the family

Little speaker, big sound Thanks to cutting-edge Bowers & Wilkins 
technologies, T7 delivers best-in-class sound for portable wireless speakers. 
The structural stiffening provided by the Micro Matrix™ technology and 
the high-output bass radiators ensure T7 provides real Hi-Fi sound in a 
compact package.

Portability T7 is the most portable standalone speaker Bowers & Wilkins 
has ever produced. The size of a hardback book, it’s designed to be 
picked up and carried with you; and T7’s rechargeable battery gives you 
the freedom to take it with you wherever you go, for up to 18 hours at 
normal listening levels.

A5 Purity, simplicity, stunning sound. A5 is 
built from the ground up to deliver the best 
in high-quality audio and intuitive wireless 
streaming from Apple’s AirPlay®, in a discreet 
system that fits almost anywhere.

T7 is available in Black Z2 With Z2, you get the best of all worlds: 
amazing sound, the effortless convenience 
of AirPlay wireless streaming, a digital 
iPhone dock and a compact design that fits 
almost everywhere.

Bluetooth compatibility
T7 is compatible with popular Bluetooth® devices, 
including mobile phones, tablets and computers. 

In the Box
T7 Wireless Portable Speaker
Power supply and regional adapters
Literature pack
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